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ABSTRACT

Collaboration in three-dimensional space: “spatial

workspace collaboration” is introduced and an approach

supporting its use via a video mediated communication

system is describecl. Verbal expression analysis is pri-

marily focused on. Based on experiment results, mov-

ability of a focal point, sharing focal points, movability

of a shared workspace, and the ability to confirm viewing

intentions and movements were determined to be system

requirements necessary to support spatial workspace col-

laboration. A newly developed SharedView system hav-

ing the capability to support spatial workspace collabo-

ration is also introduced, tested, and some experimental

results described.

KEYWORDS: Remote collaboration, CSCW, spatial
workspace collaboration, focal point, verbal analysis,

video mediated communication.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the current studies on Computer Supported Co-

operative Work (CSCW) have considered desk-top or

office-work type collaboration methods such as confer-

encing systems [9, 11] and shared drawings or writing

tools [2, 10, 13]. However, as communication networks

develop, it is becoming possible to collaborate among ge-

ographically distributed laboratories or within an inte-

grated industrial framework (e.g., among design sections,

manufacturing sections, etc. ). In the present approach,

collaboration between a machine designer and a man-

ufacturer could occur, for example, in situations where

the manufacturer needs to show the designer how a ma-

chine operates in order to explain its manufacturability.

In this caae, different types of communication problems
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Fig. 1: Machining Center (MC).

arise since the workspace consists of a three-dimensional

(3-D) space. In such an environment, objects which

must be explained may be dispersed in 3-D space, as well

as having 3-D motions and directions. Here, collabora-

tion in this kind of environment is classified as “spatial
workspace collaboration” so as to distinguish it from

other types of workspace collaboration.

OBSERVATION OF MACHINERY OPERATION iN-

STRUCTION

To clarify spatial workspace collaboration activities,

face-to-face instruction sessions on the Machining Cen-

ter (MC) (Fig. 1) were examined. The MC is a numeri-

cally controlled machine that performs complex machin-

ing functions such as milling, drilling, etr., and can be

either manually operated by switches or automatically

operated by a computer.

During an instruction session, a.n instructor tawht a
subject (operator) to manually operate the machine to

cut a work-piece. All subjects in the present study

were either graduates or senior undergraduates in the

Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of
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Fig. 2: Communication patterns,

I’okvo. Instruction sessions were video taped for later

ana~ysis. It is well-known that both verbal-and gestural

expressions play an important role in communications

[1, 3, 12]; hence the times and locations of these expres-

sions were recorded when used. Since many expressions

were also used to direct attention to objects in the spa-

tial workspace, the locations at which the subjects were

looking were also recorded. The study’s primary objec-

tive is to support communication in a 3-D environment,

thus analysis of 3-D activities and expressions were sub-

sequently focused on.

Communication Patterns

Following an analysis of the video taped sessions, it was

found that structures of communication can be in repre-

sented as shown in Fig. 2, with the instructor’s actions

being categorized as follows:

find object– Directing attention to the object to be

explained.

express– Expressing an idea using verbal/gestural

means.

confirm– Confirmation that the operator understood

the instructor’s expressions, i.e. by confirming the

viewed object by the operator, or by observation of

proper MC operation.

Corresponding to the instructor’s actions, the operator

acted as follows:

find object– Found the object indicated by the in-
structor.

understand– Watched and listened to the instructor’s
expressions so as to understand them.

manipulate– Operated the machine according to the
instructor’s explanation.

respond– A response by the operator that indicated
comprehension; either by affirmatively nodding or
saying “OK” for example

operator

E.-
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3
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Fig. 3: Changes in the instructor’s focal point.

o

In Figure 2, the broken-arrow lines show the direction of

the flow of expressions corresponding to each subject’s

action. It is realized that some actions cannot be inc-

luded in these categories, however, since only the char-

acteristic activities for a spatial workspace are consid-

ered here, other actions are neglected. In addition, it is

known that communication patterns cannot be exactly

represented as shown in Fig. 2, although this represen-

tation was helpful to assist in developing a basic un-

derstanding that was useful in designing the presented

communication support system.

Changes in Focal Point

The change of focal points in communication patterns is

repeated almost every few seconds; and in every “loop”

pattern the instructor looks at the objects of attention,

the operator’s manipulation and facial response, ancl the

MC’s motion. Figure 3 shows a typical example of how

frequently an instructor changes his focal point, where

the y-axis indicates the object at which the instructor is

referring to. It was determined that in some instances

the instructor changed his focal point almost twice in a

second. Hence, to support spatial workspace collabora-

tion, a system must have movable 3-D focal points, Since

the system should be able to show locations that the in-

structor/operator want to see/show, it is also important

that the system’s focal points accommodate their view-

ing intention. This is one of the biggest differences of the

presented collaboration system as compared to desk-top

ones.

Expressions for Spatial Workspace Collaboration

The instructor’s expressions that were used in the pre-

viously described focal point, communication loop were

classified as position, motion/manipulation, and confir-

mation. Many other expressions, e.g., counting numbers

and showing the length of an object, were also used, but

were neglected since only 3-D expressions were analyzed

here.

position: The operator sees the object which the instruc-

tor directed attention towards. Verbal expressions
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Fig. 4: Typical model task workspace.

such as “this button” and gestures, such as finger
pointing were used. These expressions represent the

express action which occurs immediately following
the instructor’s find object action.

motion/manipulation: Expressions for describing the
motion of a tool, the manner in which to pLLSh but-
tons, the way to turn switches, etc., being verbally
expressed as “this direction, “ “turn like this,” etc.
These expressions were usually given soon after the

position expressions during the express action.

confirmation: Expressions which confirmed that the op-

erator understood what was being explained, or by

motions indicating they were looking at the right

location. These expressions were seen during the

confirm action.
.

In order for the instructor to give instructions smoothly,
a communication system should incorporate features
which support the ability to smoothly exchange these
expressions.

MODEL TASK EXPERIMENT

Model Task

Use of the MC for experiments requires significant prepa-

ration time and not many qualified instructors were

available, thus a so-called “model task” was created to

enable experiments to be easily and routinely conducted.

The task had to include the expressions of position, mo-

tion/manipulation, and confirmation, in addition to hav-

ing 3-D object movement capability. The task selected

used an area divided into 5 x 5 squares similar to a chess

board, with four different 3-D objects being utilized.

Initially, several of the objects were placed onto some

squares (Fig. 4) aud during the task the instructor di-

rected the operator to move objects to another square or

to rotate them in some direction. Three types of activi-

ties were performed and each one consisted of a specific

number of required manipulations (A, 5; B, 6; C, 9).

Experiment

The following four cases of instruction format were eval-

uated.

L instructor’s site ( operator’s site J

Fig. 5: Case 3 of the model task experiment.
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Fig. 6: Model task completion time for each case.

1.

2.

3.

4.

case 1 (face-to-face, with gesture) Instruction
was given face-to-face and the instructor could use
any gestures or words, but could not move objects
themselves (10 experiments).

case 2 (face-to-face, without gesture) Instruc-
tion was given face-to-face and the instructor could
use only words and no gestures (7 experiments).

case 3 (remote, with gesture) Instruction was
given remotely using a VideoDraw-like configura-
tion (Fig. 5) [13, 4]. The instructor’s gestures were
superimposed on the image received from the oper-
ator’s site and then sent back to the operator’s site
(11 experiments).

case 4 (remote, without gesture) Instruction
was given remotely as in case 3, but the instructor

was restricted from using gestures (7 experiments).

Expression Analysis Evaluations

Figure 6 shows the completion times of the model task

for each case, with gestures clearly increasing the conl-

rnunication efficiency. However, it should be noted that

the required time does not necessarily indicate communi-

cation variations between different communication cases.

When people communicate with each other, more than

one sensory channel [8] and expression channel are com-

plementarily used, i.e., if one channel is modified, or re-
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Fig. 7: Parts ofspeech useclin Model Tasks.

strictedin usage, our communication strategy is quickly

altered to compensate for the lack of information via the

use of other channels. As a result, it is beneficial to

analyze changes in expressions to understand the effect

of modifications in a communication system. Although

standard deviation was calculated for the results, their

value is not significant enough to be discussed since the

number of experiments was limitecl.

Verbal Analysis

Figure 7 shows the average number of words used in

each case for a particular grammaticzd part of speech.

The definitions applicable to the x-axis are respectively

“pron” representing pronouns and “mod” represent-

ing modifiers, where modifiers include adjectives, ad-

verbs, and spatial words. Spatial words are expressions

to describe spatial position and direction, e.g., “up”,

“down”, “right”, “left”, “inside”, “far”, and “center”

[14]. “Noun” includes nouns which are not considered as

modifiers such as “button”, “cone”, and “cube”. Mod-

ifiers were classified into two types according to the ex-

pressions they were used for, i.e., modifiers to express po-

sition (p), or modifiers to express motion/manipulation

(m) expressions (mainly rotation directions), Since

nouns were seldom used for expressing motion, “noun”

represents words used to express an object’s name. Since

interest was directed only at words that were used to

express position and motion/manipulation, other words

were not counted. Furthermore, since the increase and

decrease in the number of words were the primary ob-
jective, normalized word counts per part of speech were

not utilized.

In Figure 7, the two communication cases that did not

use gestures showecl almost the same results, pattern,

while the other two cases that used gestures are markedly

different. The difference in gestures vs. no gestures

indicates that the gestural expressions significantly de-

creased the required number of verbal expressions, es-

pecially declarative expressions such as modifiers. For

example, when gestures were used, the operator said,

“Place this cube here, and turn 90 degrees like this,”

whereas when gestures were restricted, the operator said,

instructor’s site J L ol)srator’s site )

Fig. 8: Experiment using different camera angles.

“Place the cube to the right one step and down one step.
Then, horizontally and clockwise, turn it 90 degrees.” It
is also interesting to note that the use of pronouns de-
creased considerably without gestures. Although this
verbal anal ysis may require more thorough examination,
it is safe to assume that, oral channels can be used equally
for each case, and that the number of cleclarative words
increase and the number of pronouns clecrease when com-

munication is not smooth. Since the number of sub-
jects was limited, the statistical significance cannot be
strongly argued here. However, using time results and
verbal analysis together, the effectiveness of gestures is
clearly evident.

Translation of Directional Expression

Experiment observations indicated that a difference in

the directional orientation between the workspace of

the instructor and the operator was one of the primary

causes in making communication difficult. The effect

of different workspace viewing angles was examined by

changing the camera angle of the workspace (Fig. 8).

Six pairs of subjects were divided into two subclasses,

with each subclass subsequently performed activities A,

B, and C under certain prescribed circumstances. One

subclass performed activities A and C with a camera

angle of 45° and activity B at 90°. The other subclass

performed A and B at 90° and C at 45°. The data ob-

tained from a 45° angle was classified as category (I),

whereas the data using 90° was classified as category

(II). This enabled a comparison for the effects of camera

angle on performance.

Figures 9 ancl 10 show that as the camera angle of

workspace increases, communication becomes more dif-

ficult, i.e., orientational differences vary the visual cog-

nition between two subjects. When the instructor ex-

pressed position or rotation instructions to the operator,

directional expressions had to be translated so that the

operator could understand them. For exam~le, the fol-

lowing conversation was recorded:

Instructor: “180 degrees to the

rection. ”

right. This di-
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Fig. 9: Relationship between parts of speech and num-

ber of words at different camera angles.
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Operator: “That’s left, for me.”
Instructor: “180 degrees to the right.”

Operator: “Like this?”
Instructor: “The other way, the other way.”

Another problem which occurred involved the instruc-
tor’s superimposed gestures becoming more ambiguous
for the operator to follow since the screen images were
viewed from a different perspective than their own. This
caused an increase in the number of total words (Fig. 9)
and task completion time (Fig. 10). If the workspace is
in 3-D, and the camera location is fixed, directional ex-
pression translation frequently occurred; thus the ability
to change the focal point is required in this situation.

Communication System Requirements

Based on the results of these experiments, the follow-
ing communication system requirements are required to
effectively support spatial workspace collaboration.

● Variability of focal point to optimally accommodate
viewing intentions.

● Ability to share a focal point; thereby minimizing
differences in directional expressions.

A
v~”

bodyaxis

head angle

headaxis
gaze angle

visual axis

Fig. 11: Diagram showing body, head, and visual axes.

t-
70 mm

-1

camera

~Fix to the body

Fig. 12: The SharedCamera’s operating mechanism.

●

●

●

Capability to use superimposed gestures.

Since the focal ~oint should be variable. the oDera-

tor’s display shiwing applicable instructions (s~ared

workspace [13] ) should also be variable.

Possess the ability to confirm an operator’s compre-

hension and the object’s actual manipulation.

SHAREDVIEW: VIDEO COMMUNICATION SUP-

PORT SYSTEM

A system, named SharedView, was developed to satisfy

the requirements to support spatial workspace collabo-

ration, and consists of the following two devices:

SharedCamera

In order for the instructor and the operator to both
share the same focal points and to increase the ability to
change them, a small camera about the size of a person’s
thumb was mounted on the head of the operator. How-
ever, the head’s axis does not always correspond to the
eye’s visual axis, e.g., when looking sideways a person’s
head turns although not as much as their eyes (Fig. 11);
thus if the camera is rigidly fixed to the head it will not
always be directed at the proper location. This neces-
sitates turning the camera so that it faces in the right
direction. It was noticed in the experiments that the gaze
angle (angle between body axis and visual axis) and head
angle (angle between body axis and head axis) were al-
most proportional, therefore, if the head angle could be

- -.
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Fig. 13: Head Mounted Display (HMD).

detected then the gaze anrzle could be estimated. For this
purpose, the angle”occurr~ng between the head and body

was detected using a wire with one end fixed to the body

and the other end leading to the ShareclCanlera’s switch

unit (Fig. 12). The switch unit was designed to turn on

when the head turned, and to turn off when the camera

turns a particular number of degrees. By utilizing this

mechanism the camera was directed at almost the same

location in which the subject was actually looking. One

concern was that the resultant image from the Shared-

Camera might be shaky and difficult to see. However,

since a person’s head does not move so frequently, head

“jiggle” was a negligible effect.

Head Mounted Display (HMD)

The initial experiments showed that superimposing ges-

tures on a shared workspace image was an effective

method for instruction. Since the operator’s focal point

changes frequently, the display is required to be mov-

able. If the operator had to instead look at a stationary

display in order to observe the instruction, the Shared-

Camera would not be directecl towards a specific loca-

tion in the shared workspace. For this reason, a small

display monitor was mounted on the head so that the

operator’s head need not be turned, i.e., allowing the

operator’s pupils to move upwards to view the display

in order to see the remotely given instruction (Fig. 13).

On the other hand, when the operator wanted to see real

objects, the pupils moved downwards. The displayed im-

age was approximately equivalent to viewing an 8-inch

display.

This head mounted camera was formerly called “Shared-

View” [7], although here it is renamed as “SharedCam-

era” and the integrated SharedCamera and HMD setup

called “SharedView.”

SYSTEM EXPERIMENTAL USE

The SharedView system was used to perform remote in-

struction of the MC. To enable comparison the same task

was examined using the following three cases:

1. case 1 (face-to-face, with gesture) Instruction

I \ operator site (MC site)

2.

3.

The

r

Fig. 14: Case 2 of MC instruction.

MachiningCenter

o~erator

.

.

swaker \

...R!.....-...
Instructor

Fig. 15: Case 3 of MC instruction.

was given face-to-face using gestures and words, al-

though no actual control of the MC was allowed (2

experiments).

case 2 (remote, fixed camera and display) In-

struction was remotely given with gestures using a

camera and display that were set at a fixed location

as shown in Fig. 14 (9 experiments).

case 3 (remote, SharedView) Instruction was

remotely given with gestures using the SharedView

as shown in Figs. 15 and 16 (9 experiments).

MC instructions were given in such a way that the
operator only needed to c~ange directions toward the

MC by approximately 90°, i.e., to face the control panel,

the tools, or a work-piece. For expression analysis, ex-

pressions were classified into three types as:

position: Expressions indicating the locations of but-

tons, switches, etc.

manipulation: Expressions indicating the manner in

which switches are turned, buttons are pushed, etc.

The operator primarily looked toward the control

panel when these expressions were used.

direction: When the instructor was required to spatially

describe the MC, expressions indicating 3-D orien-

tation (e.g., direction of the tool’s x, y, z axis) and

tool movements had to be used (Fig. 17). At this
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Fig. 16: Wearing SharedView

tion.

for remote MC instruc-

Fig. 17: Instruction location as displayed on the HMD.

Both the instructor’s and operator’s gestures can be

seen.

time the operator looked toward the actual direction
of the tools or a work-piece.

In the model task expression classifications, a direction
expression was included in the motion/manipulation ex-
pressions, although in this experiment it was separated
to more clearly show the effect of the SharedView. In
Figure 18 the definitions applicable to the x-axis are re-
spectively “p” representing pronouns, %“ representing
nouns, “mod” representing modifiers, and “v” represent-
ing verbs. Each of them were classified into three types
according to the expressions they were used for, i.e., po-
sition (p), manipulation (m), or direction (d). Only two
instructors (A, B ) were available; hence A gave instruc-
tion to .5 operators while B gave instructions to 4 oper-
ators (case 2 and 3). In case 1, A gave instruction to
both subjects. Since the experiment’s objective was to
compare case 2 with 3, only two case 1 experiments were
performed. Results indicated that when using Shared-
View, modifiers for direction decreased (Fig. 18), as did
the time required to explain the MC’s spatial orientation
(Fig. 19). This occurred because in case 2, the direction

40

30

20

10

0
P(P)P(m)p(d) n(P)n(m)n(d)mom V(P)v(m)v(d)

Parts of Speech

Fig. 18: Effect of SharedView and HMD for remote MC

instruction.

‘oo~

(i) (2) (3)
face-to-face remote fixed remote SharedView

MC instruction Cases

Fig. 19: Elapsed time to explain the MC’s coordinate

system.

of the viewing angles between the instructor and the op-
erator differed by ~ 90° while explaining the MC’s inter-
nal spatial orientation, A typical example of an actual
misunderstanding of a direction expression observed in
case 2 is as follows:

Instructor:

Operator:

Instructor:

Operator:

Instructor:

“Left to right. This direction.”

“Like this? Like this?” (He was
showing forward and back direc-
tions.)

“No, opposite. Right to left.”

“Right to left’?”

“Yes.”

These results showed the effect of SharedView’s ability
for focal points, although further experiments are re-
quired to determine statistical significance.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new collaboration type, i.e., “spatial
workspace collaboration” was introduced. As an exam-
ple of spatial workspace collaboration using video media,
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remote instruction experiments were undertaken to clar-
ify actual visual interactions. For evaluation of commu-
nicationability, verbal expression analysis was utilized as
well as time evaluation. However, it cannot be said that
use of only verbal analysis is the best indicator. In fact,
it is believed that it is necessary to analyze communi-
cation using more than one method in order to evaluate
its effectiveness and to clarify complex human commu-
nication patterns. The importance of having a movable
focal point was focused on here because it has not been
investigated in previous systems. Using the presented
SharedVlew system, an instructor can easily show using
gestures what they want an operator to see. Also of im-
portance is the need for the instructor to confirm where
the operator is looking.

When communication is informal, it occurs at any time,
in any place, and for any purpose. To support this kind
of communication, movability is considered to be an im-

portant feature in a communication system. Here, mov-
ability is defined as how easily the system can be setup
before actual interactions occur. The movability of focal
points in a shared workspace were subsequently investi-
gated, with it being found that these factors affect the
overall interaction time efficiency. Therefore, not only
the actual interaction stage, but also setup stage should
be taken into account when a communication system is
designed, Although experiments in this paper were re-
mote instructions, the concept introduced here can be
applied to collaboration inside-the-office. Heath and Luff
addressed problems associated with a static visual sys-
tem [5]. Generally, objects that people want to see/show
may be dispersed anywhere in three-dimensional space.
However, people may not always beat a location where a
video camera can easily function, nor will they may not
always be in a situation where they can conveniently

use a video camera. Therefore, it is concluded that
for video mediated communication systems to be more
widely used, spatial movability of the system must be
included.

For good communication system design, movability and
an ability to share an image appears to be a common
goal. However, these goals should be realized based a
qualitative understanding of human activities, i.e., the
system should be designed to accommodate the intended
tasks of the user. SharedView is an example of such a
system.
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